Student Publications at WWU

The Student Publications Program at Western Washington University serves to showcase and archive the diverse talent and effort of student produced journalism, arts, literature, and research. As an activity, Student Publications provides more than 50 student jobs each quarter and a platform to present the independent and academic work of hundreds of students each year. Paid positions provide experience in Management, Editing, Photography, Graphic Design, Advertising Sales, Community Networking, Distribution, and Administration. As a service, our award winning publications deliver independent news as well as scientific, artistic and academic content to Western’s campus and the community beyond. 

The Western Front is the award-winning student newspaper of Western Washington University. 

KLIPSUN magazine is an independent award-winning student publication generating long-form journalism at Western Washington University. Each edition includes feature stories, video projects, personal narratives and opinion pieces of interest to those living in the Pacific Northwest and beyond. 

The Planet magazine is an award-winning quarterly environmental publication dedicated to environmental advocacy and awareness through responsible journalism. It is the only undergraduate environmental magazine in the United States. 

Jeopardy Magazine is a student run publication showcasing the unique artistic and literary talents of Western Washington University. 

Occam’s Razor is a student produced academic publication showcasing the undergraduate scholarly research of WWU students in any discipline.